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We are happy to announce that as 
of 2nd November 2020, Mike Piper 
has merged with Aardwolf Pestkare! 
Joining Aardwolf on our journey 
to achieving excellence in pest 
management are: Mohd Yunos Bin 
Safuan, Azia Bin Ahmad Sani, Zamrie 
Bin Samad, Johari Bin Abdul Ghani, 
Jamil Bin Sarib, Noor Jaliyah Binte 
Harun, and Suhaili Binte Sulaimi. 

With established roots in Singapore 
since 1991, Mike Piper is a homegrown 
pest management company that 
specialises in the residential and 
industrial sector. With the addition 
of these 7 experienced staff, we look 
forward to providing you with quality 
pest management that really matters. 
Welcome to the team!

The year 2020 brought about many unprecedented challenges 
with the advent of COVID-19. But this hardship was made 
easier to bear by the thoughtfulness of our Recovery 
Committee, consisting of Lily Lim, Wiliawaty, Pauline Ong, 
Glenna Tan, and Muhd Nazmi Osman. In order to safeguard 
our frontliners, the Recovery Committee came up with the 
brilliant idea of issuing each staff member an “Aardwolf 
Tender Loving Care kit”. Taking only 2 weeks to prepare and 
distribute, each kit consisted of Vitamin C tablets, disposable 
masks, anti-bacterial wipes and sanitizer, and a limited 
edition Pretz snack, among many other items! 

We are all blessed to receive the “Aardwolf Tender Loving Care 
kit”, which is essential in protecting ourselves, our Clients, and our 
family during this COVID-19 pandemic.
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Congratulations to Hafiz Sulaiman from 
Orchard Team for being promoted to 
Foreman and for achieving 5 years of 
service with us!

A big hooray for 10-year service achiever, 
Siti Noorhuda Jasman, our Service 
Controller. We are proud to have you on 
our team!

With COVID-19 forcing many of us to work from home, there was an 
urgent need to update our technology and remote-working processes.  
Thank goodness for Matthew Ng, our IT Project Executive, or as many in the 
office call him, our IT guru!

Matthew helped make WFH possible by upgrading our hardware and configuring our 
software. He was always on hand to help anyone facing IT problems, and without his 
assistance, WFH would have been impossible. 

Here’s a short interview for you to get to know Matthew a little better:

Q:  How long have you been with Aardwolf Pestkare?
A:  I joined Aardwolf in 2016, and have been with the company for 4 years and  

6 months.

Q:  So what does an average day in the life of an IT Project Executive  
look like?

A:  On a daily basis, I will ensure that our servers are running smoothly and that our 
data is backed up. This is important especially because we are more reliant on 
our servers now. Besides that, I will help to resolve any technical issues that our 
colleagues may be facing, and also explore how we can digitalize even more 
processes to become more efficient and tech-savvy.

Q:  What do you do during your free time?
A:  I used to play computer games but now with my 1 year-old son, I have no more 

free time. 

The ES Star Awards recognises the top 
contributors of the environmental service 
industry. This year, we are proud to 
announce that we have 2 winners in the 
pest management category – Mohamad 
Nazree Suhaimi from the Supervisory role, 
and Abdul Rahman bin Kimin from the 
Frontline role. On 23rd December, they were 
presented the awards Ms Grace Fu, Minister 
for Sustainability and the Environment. Also 
attending the ceremony was Dr Amy Khor, 
Senior Minister of State for Sustainability 
and the Environment. We are so proud of 
you both!
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Being in a pandemic hasn’t stopped our 
Aardwolf colleagues from acquiring new 
knowledge and skills, all in an effort to 
learn about the latest advances in pest 
management, which go towards improving 
your pest management experience with us!

Here are some of the courses that we’ve attended 
this year:

FAOPMA Pest Summit 2020

In November, Glenna Tan, Wan Adli, and Area Manager Cheryl 
Chong participated in the international virtual conference held 
by FAOPMA (Federation of Asian and Oceania Pest Managers 
Associations). The 2-day event saw world-renowned 
scientists, professors, and business moguls share on various 
topics such as the effects of COVID-19 on urban pests, and 
how to maintain pest management standards despite social 
distancing and lockdown restrictions. We’re glad to report 
that we came out of the event more knowledgeable!

Wildlife Management Professional 
Certification Programme by NParks

To advance our skill and compassion in safely 
handling wildlife, Technical Manager Dr Jerry Hu 
and Senior Supervisor Nazmi enrolled in this course, 
featuring an all-star line-up of Ornithologists, 
Herpetologists, and Mammalogists. Dr Hu and 
Nazmi commented that perhaps the most exciting 
part of the course was handling a 3 metre python 
at The Singapore Zoo. 

PestWorld 2020 Convention 

Originally scheduled to be held in October in 
Nashville, Tennessee – widely known as “music 
city”, the PestWorld 2020 Convention was 
instead held online because of the COVID-19 
pandemic. A premier event on pests and pest-
related technology, it was attended by Technical 
Manager Dr Jerry Hu who felt that it was most 
useful in searching for new technology and 
equipment that can improve our ability to provide 
quality pest management. 
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GETTING TO KNOW…

Ever wondered why Mosquitoes are attracted to you? 
Well, there are many reasons! We produce carbon 
dioxide, lactic acid and octenol (a chemical found in 
human sweat and breath, which are all very appealing 
to Mosquitoes. Some humans produce more of these 
3 components than others, which is why some of your 
friends might be more prone to itchy Mosquito bites. 

We have these BG Mosquito traps ready  
for your use. Simply call us at 

6268-1771 
to enquire today!

A group of Scientists in Germany have 
developed and patented several Biogents 
(BG) Mosquito traps – BG Home, BG Pro, 
and BG Mosquitaire.  These BG Mosquito 
traps imitate the octenol produced by the 
human body, thus tricking Mosquitoes 
into approaching the trap. Once the 
Mosquitoes are near enough, a vacuum 
fan sucks and traps the Mosquitoes in, 
therefore ensuring that they don’t bite 
you or your loved ones.
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